Collective bargaining class exemption notice form
1. Who is in the collective bargaining group?
Describe or list the current members of the group and those who may join the group in the future.
If you have a small group that will not change, you can list the names of all members.
If you expect to add new members over time, you should provide a general description of the
members of the group. For example: A group of dairy farmers in the Manning Valley area in New
South Wales.
◆ A group of professional golfers competing and working throughout Australia who: (1) are or may become
eligible to compete in professional golf tournaments in Australia; and (2) are or may become members of the
Oceania Golf Players Association Pty Ltd (ACN: 649 105 920 and ABN: 22 649 105 920) ("OGPA"); and
◆ The OGPA.

2. Who does the group propose to collectively bargain with?
If you intend to negotiate with just one particular target business, or a small number of known target
businesses, you can list the names of each target business.
If you do not yet know all the businesses or organisations you will bargain with (e.g. your group will
run a tender) or you expect to add new target businesses over time, you should provide a general
description of the type of target businesses the group intends to collectively bargain with. For
example: Dairy processing companies.
◆ The Professional Golfers Association of Australia Limited (ACN: 127 641 829 and ABN: 46 127 641 829)
("PGA");
◆ Womens Professional Golf Australasia (of PO Box 447 - Mudgeeraba, QLD 4213) ("WPGA"); and
◆ All related bodies corporate of the PGA and WPGA.

3. What does the group propose to collectively bargain about?
Describe the goods or services that the group proposes to bargain about with the target businesses.
For example: Supply of raw milk.
Terms and conditions created by the PGA and WPGA which relate to professional golfers and professional
golf tournaments in Australia. These terms and conditions include, without limitation:
◆ The terms and conditions of membership of the PGA and WPGA;
◆ The organisation and conduct of tournaments;
◆ Policies and procedures applicable to members of the PGA and WPGA;
◆ Entry requirements for tournaments;
◆ Prize money awarded during tournaments;
◆ Licensing and anti-competitive restrictions imposed upon professional golfers by the PGA and WPGA;
◆ Resources devoted to female and youth golf development by the PGA and WPGA; and
◆ Resources devoted to the promotion of golf in Australia.
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4. Contact details
A person the ACCC can contact in relation to the collective bargaining arrangements. This can be any
member of the group or a nominated representative who is able to provide the ACCC with further
information about the group if required. The contact person’s name, telephone number, email address
and signature will be redacted when the ACCC places this notice on its public register.
Please advise the ACCC as soon as possible if the contact person, or their details, change.
Contact person (name and, if relevant, position):
Telephone number:
Email address:
Signature of contact person:
Date:

19-01-2021
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